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The measure of prejudice against susceptible social groups is 
particularly difficult from the perspective of traditional blatant 
prejudice because of its low social acceptance.

INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

Psychologists and sociologists involved in measurement of the 
people attitudes, nowadays they experiment the uselessness of 
most questionnaires based in checking the manifest or explicit 
opinions. Due the pressure of the media and policies (the desire
not to get out from the politically correct).

In some cases people do not say the truth (to not being pointed),
In other cases people is not conscious of having a prejudice.
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INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION (cont.)

Some researchers suggest that there is now a new form of more 
subtle expression of prejudice which has replaced other more 
aggressive or evident forms of prejudice(*), with same negative effects.

Subtle prejudice is an outgrowth of the establishment of norms that 
proscribe blatant expressions of prejudice and discrimination.

Proponents of the “subtle-prejudice” concept maintain that a 
conceptual distinction between the two is useful.

(*)Thomas F. Pettigrew and Roel W. Meertens are the most representatives, who state:
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INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION (cont+.)

Blatant prejudice is the traditional form (hot, close and direct).

Subtle prejudice is cool, distant, and indirect (modern prejudice).

- the assumption of belief and value differences (Rokeach, 1960), and
- by the “affective prejudice”, consisting in…

…the denial of negative attributes of out-groups but the assignation of more positive
stereotypes to the in-group (Dovidio, Mann & Gaertner, 1989), and 

…emotional reactions like admiration and sympathy toward the out-group (Dijker, 1987).

The Subtle prejudice is characterised by:
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OBJECTIVES
OBJECTIVES

Basing us on this idea, 
which was developed for a very different field (migrants-xenophobia), 
we started a research study with two goals:

1st (short term goal):    To check whether this (two factors)
structure is applicable to our field (driving/traffic-system), and

2nd (middle term goal): To develop a measurement instrument
to assess the prejudice of road users against elderly drivers

The aim of this paper is to present and share with the community of experts, 
the results achieved so far.

Elderly driver = person aged >65 who drives with licence
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INSTRUMENTS (I)
INSTRUMENTS (I):

THE EXPERIMENTAL (PRE)VERSION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

For the purposes of this research, an experimental questionnaire was 
developed, constituted by 28 items (with the hope that it serves as 
previous version of a definitive future questionnaire).

This first version of questionnaire was developed taking as model the 
original BSP scales of Pettigrew and Meertens (1995) for assessing the 
prejudice in Western Europe toward immigrants.

The Items were adapted to this new context (elderly drivers) -so different-
and 8 new ones were generated and added (original BSP has 20 items).
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INSTRUMENTS (II)
INSTRUMENTS (II)

The new questionnaire items represent different statements -positives 
and negatives- towards Elderly drivers:

The subject, person examined, should to express his/her 
agreement degree with what each item states by marking only 
one option in a   4-points Likert type response scale:

□ Totally agree 
□ Quite agree 
□ Somewhat agree
□ Disagree

-Except in special cases, there is no reason why an elder’s way of driving should differ from that of a youth.

-You can never trust an elderly driver, since he or she could bungle it or scare you to death anytime.

-An elderly driver who dares getting into the mess of city centre traffic is worthy of admiration.

-Most elderly drivers need technological support in order to respect minimum safety standards.

( so that: higher score = more degree of agreement )

4
3
2
1
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SAMPLE (I)
SAMPLE (I)

Consisted of 550 cases (269 women + 281 men)

Age range from 18 to 65 (>55 only 25 cases)

436 with driver licence (car/motorcycle), 114 without/moped

Years with driver licence: 0 to 45 Mean= 14,91  Median= 9
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SAMPLE (II)
SAMPLE (II)

Age distribution

YEARS OLD

With the purpose of having at least two generations represented:
a) was selected a random group of 1st course university students,

who answered the questionnaire, and then
b) they were asked for passing the questionnaire to their parents.

This process was repeated twice during 2 years
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STATISTICAL PRODEDURE
STATISTICAL PROCEDURE

Following the same procedure than Pettigrew and Meertens
(Meertens and Pettigrew, 1997) for the development of their BSP 
scale, our 28 items were factorised by using:

- Principle-Components Analysis, and
- Varimax rotation

Our factorial analysis also offered 5 primary factors, among them we 
could identity more or less the same factors obtained by Meertens
and Pettigrew in their cited work (1997).

But some of theses factors appeared poorly represented by an 
scarce number of items (2-3).

Then it was launched a second factorial analysis with the same 
conditions but forcing it to the limit of 2 factors (confirmatory purpose).
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   3.- Elderly drivers should understand when time has come for them to quit 
driving. 

 R  4.- I would not mind letting my car to an elder with much driving 
experience. 

 R 11.- If I travelled by car with an elder, I wouldn’t mind letting him or her 
drive for a while to get some rest. 

 R 18.- If I were driving on a trip, I would not mind passing by many cars with 
elders at the wheel. 

 R 19.- With some effort and interest, an elderly driver can drive just as 
perfectly as a younger one. 

 R 22.- Except in special cases, there is no reason why an elder’s way of driving 
should differ from that of a youth. 

 R 24.- An elderly driver can be as good as a young one. 
 R 26.- Elderly drivers are not more dangerous than other drivers. 
 R 28.- Many elderly drivers make up for their weaknesses drawing on their 

experience. 
 

9 Items:

Note: items with ‘R’ means reverse response effect (the less agrees the more contributes to the factorial score)
So, the response scales of these items were recoded properly for sum (Disagree 4,…Totally agree 1)

In this factor we believe identify the BLATANT prejudice measure
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    2.- Most elderly drivers have forgotten the rules of the road. 
    7.- Elderly drivers do not bother to do things right. 
    8.- We should feel sorry and make things easier for elderly drivers, 

considering the extra difficulties they go through. 
  10.- Elders drive very differently from other people. 
  12.- Most politicians are busy controlling and persecuting young drivers 

and fail to pay attention to elderly drivers. 
  13.- An elderly driver who dares getting into the mess of city centre traffic 

is worthy of admiration. 
  16.- Elderly drivers should get training and update their driving skills to 

make up for reflex loss. 
  27.- Elderly drivers can drive as well as younger ones, but the youths are 

better prepared to avoid a dangerous situation. 

8 Items:

In this factor we believe identify the SUBTLE prejudice measure
This factor brings together those items which, 
- either, consider the out-group (elderly) as different (items 2, 7, 10) or the in-group as better (item 27),
- or, consider the out-group as deserving of admiration and sympathy (items 8, 13).
All of them are clearly pre-judgements (without knowing the person), as well as soft negative stereotypes.
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NO RELATION
neither AGE (range 18-65) nor EXPERIENCE (measured as years holding driving license)

[ despite one correlation is statistically significant, but with poor effect size ]

Factorial scores for each global factor (GPC_1 and GPC_2) obtained by simple addition of their items

©HMiB-11 14RELATIONS WITH SEX

NO RELATION
No differences between sexes were found in level of prejudices,
neither Blatant nor Subtle
[ further: no statistically significant differences  -by Mann-Whitney U test ]
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CONCLUSIONS
CONCLUSIONS

Both kinds of prejudice (Blatant and Subtle) have also been identified in 
this context: driving situations with prejudices against Elderly drivers

A new instrument to asses the driving attitudes will be soon available. 
Which will be useful for both aims:
-to measure the prejudice against determined collectives of drivers, and
-to measure the effects or results of some safety solutions (affected by prejudices).

Still going to be necessary to continue improving the questionnaire: 
- by increasing the number of items (developing new ones), and
- by extending the people sample,
before starting the analysis of the goodness criteria (validity, reliability). 
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FINAL COMMENT
FINAL COMMENT

This work is framed within the knowledge space which is devoted to the 
drivers’ attitudes.

Most safety measures are aimed at changing the behaviour of drivers, or 
require that such change occurs.

Some researchers claim that nothing will be achieved (at long term) if 
attitudes are not also changed.

Attitude change  must be seen as a complement to the effectiveness of 
technical safety measures,

in addition to as a safety measure in itself.
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